Traditional undergraduate physical chemistry courses focus much of their efforts on matter in the gas phase. While a useful approach, the scarcity of applications of the first and second laws of thermodynamics to solids and liquids can leave students with the impression that thermodynamics is only applicable to substances in the gas phase. In this worksheet thermodynamic analysis is applied to elastomers. We begin with the concept of an equation of state and work through several examples analogous to the ideal gas law. The approach used here follows closely the work of B. Smith 1,2 and J. E. Mark. 3 The analysis is extended to DNA stretching data to illustrate even wider applicability of thermodynamic concepts and tools. Mathcad is particularly useful for elastomer and DNA analysis because experimental data for these systems are more complex and generally require more sophisticated mathematical treatment than their gas phase counterparts. This document can be used anytime after the first and second laws of thermodynamics have been applied to gases. It is most suitable for physical chemistry but may be used in biophysical courses as well.
Section I: Importing data for a rubber-like elastomer and using Guth-James Equation of State
Part A: Import force-length data from a spread sheet using the Insert -Data -Table command and explore the similarities between ideal gases and ideal elastomers.
Sample data for the isothermal stretching of ideal butadiene-styrene rubber (SBR) is in an Excel file named ElastomerStretching.xls. We will need to import this data to our worksheet. Mathcad provides several means of importing data but the one we will use is a Data Table. We have chosen the Data Table option (as opposed to the File input option) because our work requires a one time only entry of data.
To Import Data: INSERT -DATA -TABLE. The result will look like this: Mathcad has stored the data as an array and we must use the appropriate array commands to extract the data (Open the Matrix tool palette). We can extract the zeroth column data (remember Mathcad starts counting at zero) as length and the first column as force as follows:
The superscipts used here are available in the Matrix Tool Palette. The data can be displayed by typing the variable name and the "=" sign.
Note that while all the data is not visible, clicking on the table will cause a slider to be displayed and you can then scroll down to check to see if your data is correct. The unit of force is the newton and the unit of length is the meter. 
Where f is force resulting from an extension of the elastomer to a length of l, l 0 is the resting (un-extended) length, D is the linear density of the polymer chain in moles per unit length, R is the gas constant and T is the temperature. Section II: Calculate the work done on/by an elastomer system during extension/contraction.
If you answered Question 2 correctly you know that to calculate work we must find the area under the curve of the indicator diagram. We will do this using two methods. The first method, Part A, requires fitting data with the Guth-James Equation of state and then using Mathcad's Calculus Tools to compute the work of extension/contraction. The second method, Part B, requires the Programming Tools in Mathcad to numerically evaluate the work.
Part A: Use the genfit function and symbolic differentiation to fit the Guth-James Equation of state to the imported force-length data. Evaluate the work done on/by the elastomer during extension/contraction.
To analytically evaluate the work of extending an elastomer, we must have a functional form for the force and values for D and l 0 . While Mathcad has many built-in functions for fitting data, we already have a functional form in the Guth-James Equation of state. We can use the genfit function to find values for D and l 0 for the data imported.
To perform the fit, we need to turn our two fit parameters into variables u 0 (D) and u 1 (l 0 ). We use the "." key for the subscript because an array index is not permitted in symbolic differentiation.
genfit has the following format: P=genfit(vx,vy,vg,F) where vx is the vector of x coordinates, vy is a vector of y coordinates, vg is an initial guess for u 0 and u 1 , and F is an array which contains the function to be fit and its partial derivatives, one with respect to each of the variables to be fit.
To determine F, we need the partial derivative with respect to u 0 and with respect to u 1 Function to fit:
Using symbolic differentiation, find the partial derivative with respect to u 1 .
Build the F array by selecting a 3-row, 1 column array from the Matrix palette and copying the three equations into that matrix. To use genfit, we must convert the subscripts on u 0 and u 1 to indices using the "[" instead of the "." The resulting F array is as follows:
The guess array, vg, is a 2x1 column vector. Initial guess parameters for l 0 can come from reading the graph while the initial linear density parameters can come from density data. A good guess is:
We can complete our fitting by typing P genfit length force
We can also extract the values of u 0 and u 1 from the P vector by simply evaluating P as follows:
Check the fit of your data by plotting the fit and the data on the same graph.
Answer: 4 The worksheet is in the Mathcad archives and was published in 1999.
We now have an analytical function which we can use to calculate the work required to stretch an elastomer. Units have not been added until this point because some of the Mathcad operations are cumbersome when units are included.
The functional form of the equation of state is:
We may now calculate the work required to extend an elastomer from 0.1 to 0.5 unit distance but not anywhere outside of this range.
Question 5: Would you expect the fit parameters to yield good results outside of the 0.1 to 0.5 range? Explain.
The work for an isothermal-reversible extension from 0.1 to 0.5 meters can be calculated using the Calculus tool of Mathcad
Exercise 5: Explore some of the limitations of this approach by fitting a small set of data, for example, the first five data points. Using your fit, predict the value of the force at 0.4. What problems do you encounter and why?
Exercise 6: The ElastomerStretching.xls file contains data over the range SBR behaves ideally. To see data which goes beyond the ideal range, import the SBR2.xls data and make a plot of this data. The Guth-James equation of state is not valid at long extensions where the elastomer begins to exhibit non-ideal behavior. Consider how we might fit this data. Try a few options. How do they compare?
Part B: Use the Mathcad coding environment to perform a numerical integration of the imported force-length data. Evaluate the work done on/by the elastomer during extension/contraction.
In many cases it is difficult to fit elastomeric data well over the entire range of extension. We can avoid this problem by conducting a numerical integration. We will use Mathcad's programming environment to write a Simpson's Rule 5 numerical integration program. The Simpson's rule expression is:
Note to Instructor: It may be necessary to review Simpson's Rule. 5 We need to write a program which will sum the data points which have been multiplied by 4 and 2 in an alternating fashion, with the exception of the first and last point data points. There are two important points to be aware of before we can use Simpson's Rule :
the data must be evenly spaced there must be an odd number of data points
For our purposes, examination of the length vector will permit us to decide the size of Δx.
Examine the length vector in the data you imported from the ElastomerStretching.xls file and determine the value of Δx.
Determine how many data points we have. Examine the force vector in the data you imported from the ElastomerStretching.xls file and determine the number of data points in the vector.
The portion of Simpson's Rule which benefits from using a programing environment is the alternate multiplication and summation of the data points. This process is cumbersome to do by hand, even for only a few data points, and because of the alternating nature of the 4-2 multiplication, it is not much easier in a spread sheet. A programing environment however provides an efficient means of completing the task.
In this program, we will make use of the for loop. The for loop conducts an operation (here multiplication and summation) a predetermined number of times or interations. 
l initial refers to the inital length of the elastomer. This need not be l 0 . C l is the constant length heat capacity, and r is the gas constant The values below are a good starting point for the initial conditions. Exercise 9: Add two force isotherms (one at T=290 K and the second at T=350K) to the plot above. Adjust the axis scale so that the area bounded by the four force lines is clearly visible and the scales legible. The four force lines constitute a thermodynamic cycle which is conceptually similar to a Carnot Cycle.
Answer: Exercies 11: Calculate the heat and internal energy change for each step and for the overall cycle.
Section IV: Applications: Extending the analysis to DNA and Hysteresis 7, 8 The mechanical properties of DNA are of interest because of the numerous structural changes DNA must undergo in order to accomplish its many functions. Recently, techniques such as atomic force microscopy (ATM), optical tweezers, and magnetic tweezers have been developed to a point where a single molecule of DNA can be streched. 9 Further, the latter two techniques have sufficent sensitivity to measure forces below 1 piconewton (10 -12 N) . The data used in this worksheet were obtained from experiments which stretched a single molecule of double stranded B-DNA. 7 The force was measured as the molecule was extended and then again as the molecule contracted (relaxed).
Part A: Calculate the work done on DNA when it is stretched using numerical integration or the fitting of an equation of state, or both.
Exercise12: Read the isothermal stretching data from the file DNA Stretching Data.xls. The first column contains the length, the second contains the force exerted to stretch the DNA and the third contains the force exerted by the DNA upon contraction (relaxation).
Answer: For each region, describe how the length of the DNA changes as more force is applied. For each region, on a molecular level, how might the structure of DNA be changing as more force is applied?
Question 11: Describe the differences between the extension curve and the contraction curve. Recall that this is the same piece of DNA.
Exercise14: What method of integration would be best to use if we wanted to know the work done to extend the DNA to 26.5μm? Use this method to determine the work done on the system when the DNA is stretched to a length of 26.5μm.
Answer:
Δx 0. Hysteresis referes to the influence of a materials past history on its current state. In other words, the path along which a piece of DNA is stretched has an influence upon its final state which in turn will have an infulence on how the material contracts.
Exercies15: Using the same method of integration as in Exercise14, determine the work done by the system when the DNA contracts from 26.5μm.
Answer: The difference in the energy of extension and contraction is called hysteretic loss. This is evidence that the overstretching forces are rate dependent and under these conditions, the DNA does not reanneal (assemble to its initial structure) on the time scale of the experiment. This results in a contracting force that is smaller than the extending force.
Hysteresis is present in many systems including regular elastomers, magnets, food dehydration/rehydration, etc. Hysteretic loss can lead to overheating and/or degradation of the material as the energy is dissipated. Hysteresis must be considered whenever rapid, repeated changes in a system are necessary.
Question 12: Describe the similarities and difference between pV work and elastomeric work. In all of the systems considered, describe the role of the entropy.
Notes for Instructor: Models of DNA Stretching DNA stretching measurments have shown that a structural transition occurs in B-DNA when the force reaches about 60-65pN (for DNA in high salt). In this force range, significant additional elongation of the DNA can be accomplished with small additional force. (See plateau region of data in Column 1 to the left.) This structural transition is called the overstretching transition. 7 The graph on the left is probably best descibed by dividing it into three regions. The first region, from about 11 to 16 μm, is typical of "ideal" double stranded DNA stretching behavior. The region above about 26 μm is typical of single stranded DNA stretching behavior. The intermediate region is the overstretching region.
Initial models used to explain the overstretching transition hypothesized the existence of S-form DNA owing primarily to the fact the two strands of DNA did not separate. 12 S-form DNA has been described as an "unwound double helix." 13 A recently proposed competing model has descibed the overstretching as a 'force-induced melting" of DNA. 7 There are two stages to the force-induced melting model. The first is that as the applied force reaches the overstreching force, some but not all of the domains of DNA begin to melt, breaking the hydrogen bonds between the two strands in that domain. This is refered to as equilibrium melting and accounts for the significant extension of the DNA with the application of small additional force. As greater force is applied, beyond the overstreching region, a non-equilibrium transition occurs in which the domain boundaries are broken and the strands begin to separate irreversibly. This can be seen in the data above about 70pN.
Work has been done to develop a model which can be used to explain the behavior throughout the entire range shown on the curve. 13, 14 These models begin with the Worm Like Chain (WLC) and make signficant modifications which lead to substantial complexities. I have not used the more complex models but have used the WLC model to fit the first (ideal) portion of the data. The WLC does a very nice job of predicting the extension of DNA when it remains double stranded. The force-length relationship of the WLC is given by: 
